The article analyzes eschatological poetics by G. Gazdanov 
L. Shestov "On the Scales of Job": "Jésus sera en agonie jusqu'à la fin du monde: il ne faut pas dormer pendant ce temps-là" (Shestov, 1993, p. 281 ) ("Jesus will be in agony until the end of the world: one should not sleep during this time" (fr.) (Ibid, 543) ). Not taking into consideration the philosopher's reference to Gethsemane night, urging Christ to wake ("And He took with Him Peter and the two sons of Zebedee, and began to be grieved and distressed. Then He said to them, "My soul is deeply grieved, to the point of death; remain here and keep watch with Me" (Matthew, (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) ), Poplawski creates a formula of the complete existential despair. It seems that the conclusion of Gazdanov given above is even more desperate, while it concerns not only the state of mind of the human, but the original distortion of their very nature. However, the writer himself and his characters move closer towards spiritual waking, as if responding to the call of the Savior, and the French philosopher who echoes him.
Shestov's metaphysical system allows this not for all, "but only for some, "rare chosen ones" -or "martyrs". For if they fall asleep, the victim of God would be in vain and death will prevail in the world once and for all" (Shestov 1993, 324) .
Perhaps it is due to Gazdanov's opposing to the existential dead end that I. Babel in his interview with Iu. Annensky in early 1930's called him "heroic Gaito Gazdanov" (Gazdanov 1994, 248 ).
Let us turn to a more detailed analysis of the eschatological story of the writer. Gazdanov Gazdanov, is manifested in the very ability of the human to kill as a return to the ancient instinct, which had obtained the status of the "heredity law", blood revenge (which was up-to-date for the family memory of the writer-Ossetian).
In our opinion, the author's idea of the damage to human nature implied by Cain's sin represents the source of the criminal theme, which occupies a significant place in the novels making them similar to fictional prose and organizing the appropriate narrative kernel of criminal deaths, perhaps, the largest in all the diversity of Gazdanov's death plots. They include the murders out of greed ("Night Roads"), and the murders in a drunken brawl ("The History of a Journey"), and the murder out of jealousy ("The Spectre of Alexander Wolf") and many others. At the level of the character's poetics, the ability to murder is a part of a "spiritual biography" of the hero, including autobiographical. Thus, the narrator of "Night Road" admits that the hypothetical ability of murdering is one of the components of his inner world; Arthur, the hero of "The History of a Journey", has similar feelings. Let us note once again that these are not only negative characters, but also the characters close to the author, which serves as a way for Gazdanov's artistic selfanalysis, deep and often painful self-reflection. Gazdanov's narrative space is marked by numerous random, unmotivated deaths. In addition to the above cases, it is the death of an official in "An Evening with Claire", who was awkwardly discharging the hunting rifle and released "the full charge of the birdshot into his forehead" (Gazdanov, 1996, I, 58) For more detail about the cycled unity of Gazdanov's novels, which structurally coincides with the large cyclic form in music, see: [Proskurina 2009 ].
